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SUMMARY

Bazaluk O. A. The contemporary theory of evolution («the Evolving matter» model). In the previous works we have assumed, that the scientifically-philosophical way which in a condition to give the representation complete and as much as possible approached to the validity about developed structure of the Universe can become the priority way of world-view of the future generations. In present article we will consider, how the existence fundamental principle is developed in modern structure of the Universe, what basic stages there passes an evolving matter. We will present the modern theory of evolution – model «the Evolving matter».
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Bystrov M. Metaphysics of consciousness in triumph of spirit. The problem of consciousness is solved on a basis pervasive to instance of the Spirit operating integrity which is shown to us and is realized through dominating in the world «a gold proportion». Uniting spiritual and material, the Spirit forms and adjusts our brain, feeding thought and providing a subjective reality.

Key words: consciousness, spirit.

Gukhman V. B. On parallel worlds. The parallel peacees problem – one of the same speculative and controversial problems in the modern science, philosophy and mass-media. The antique and medieval thinkers, classic physics of New time and XX c., modern non-classic physics were occupied with present problem. It is examined the physical theory of P. Ehrenfest, what contributed the maximum in decision of this problem for N-dimension evklid spaces. Other similar theories are surveying, but they haven’t experimental confirmation for the present. In the conclusion it is expressed the regret, what the modern science forgets often their foundations for the new knowledge. The article contains the author’s opinion and means discussion character.

Key words: parallel peacees, N-dimension evklid spaces

Lolaev T. The Universe, eternity, time and endlessness. Concepts of eternity, time and endlessness belong to number of the most fundamental and difficult characteristics of a matter. It is no coincidence, therefore at a dawn of the human civilization these categories became a subject of the liveliest interest and steadfast attention.

Key words: the Universe, eternity, time, endlessness.

Krichevsky S. V. Space colonization: problems and prospects. Space colonization is a super aim for mankind and the strategic target of manned cosmonautics. It is necessary to comprehend the outcome of human space flight and to give a new impulse to space expansion, scientific and practical solving the problem of space colonization by human beings. The attention is also paid to key
issues, potentials, restrictions, forecasts, and prospects of space colonization as well as to the transformation of a man into «a man of the future», «homo cosmicus», and «a universal man», to the formation of «space mankind».

**Key words**: infrastructure, «space mankind», cosmonaut, technologies, forecasting, space colonization, cosmonaut community, strategy, homo cosmicus, expansion.

**Prokhorov M. M.** Principle of the unity (correlation) of being and history in philosophical worldview. The article deals with the problem of updating the philosophical world outlook. It is solved with introduction of the principle of unity, correlation of being and history as the foundation of the philosophical world view of a man and a man’s relationship to the world. The article consists of three sections. The first of them is dealt with the genus-species interpretation of the philosophical world outlook and its structure. The second section offers the results of the investigation of historical forms of opposites dialectics and metaphysics, making specific historical dialectic consideration of positive and negative dialectics considering the example of the historical development of our country since 1985. In the third section is explicated correlation «life and consciousness» and «life and history» in the context of philosophical ontology.

**Key words**: philosophical world outlook, life and consciousness, life and history, the principle of unity, constructivism, ontology, substance-attribute, substance-subject, subject without being, degradation.

**Stankyavichyus M. Yu.** The conception of the formation of a new man. It is offered the basic characteristic of the cardinal reform of the programs forming of the man of future, directed against the influence of «mass culture». The basis of the program - the principles of rational realism are scientifically grounded. The program involves two fields of the reform – education as a form of intellect and professional training of the man, and *educațio* as the formation of personality.

**Key words**: the man of future, science, rational realism, education, *educațio*.

**Trufanov S. N.** The crisis in philosophy or «Who thinks abstractly?». The situation in modern philosophy is very similar to the one that was there in the beginning of the XIX century. To realize it enough to read the preface to «Phenomenology of Spirit» written by Hegel, where he listed all the vices that were inherent in the philosophy of that time. However, more important for us in this preface is that Hegel spoke out his vision: a) the reasons which were at that moment in philosophy and b) ways out of it. In simple terms he revised his consideration on this subject in which he wrote in the same years the article «Who thinks abstractly?».

**Key words**: thinking, mind, philosophy.

**Khrutskij K. S.** On Biocosmology, Aristotelianism and perspectives of the universal science and philosophy. It is grounded Biocosmology approach to the study of the universe, based on the principles of neo-Aristotelianism. The basis of this approach- the idea of bio-universality, that is the
Summary

basic principle of all life processes on Earth. Neo-Aristotelian science and philosophical grounds mean the principles of three-dimensional (three vital areas) and four-causality - a return to the idea of four space (aetiological) factors according to Aristotle.

Key words: Biocosmology, Neo-Aristoteliansm, universalism.
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